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We describe in terms of different parameters the generating series of the star of
a circular code. We extend the characterization of length distributions of circular
codes established for a finite alphabet by Schutzenberger to an arbitrary ``weighted''È
alphabet. In this framework, we give a new characterization of these length
distributions. This one directly concerns the coefficients of the generating series of
the code instead of the number of primitive conjugacy classes. This result shows
that we can decide whether a finite sequence is the length distribution of a circular
code. We also establish a necessary and sufficient condition for a series to be the
length distribution of a maximal circular code over a finite alphabet. Q 1999
Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Codes are the basis of free submonoids, i.e., they are the sets of words
with the property of unique decipherability. Circular codes are a special
class of codes. They are the sets of words with the property of unique
decipherability on a word written on a circle.
w x.They were introduced by Golomb and Gordon GG65 under the name
of codes with bounded synchronization delay, because they have a strong
property of synchronization. Thus any thin circular code is synchronous
and any uniformly synchronous code is circular. For this reason, they play
an important role in problems of error correction.
w x.A particular kind of circular codes, the coma-free codes GGW58 ,
have been the topic of many investigations. Circular codes have many
applications, in particular, the analysis of DNA sequences. Recently, by a
study of the repartition of trinucleotides in protein coding genes according
to the reading frame, D. Arques and C. Michel have identified three setsÁ
w x.of codons constituting circular codes AM95 . They can be obtained, one
from the other, by a circular permutation.
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Circular codes also appear in many problems of combinatorics of words.
For example, to compute the number of circular words on the alphabet
 4A s a, b that do not have two successive occurrences of the letter b, one
can use the circular coding morphism a : AU ª AU defined by
a : a ª a
b ª ba.
n  U .The coefficient f of z in the generating series of the submonoid a An
 4generated by the circular code a, ba
1
nf z s n 21 y z y znG0
 .is then equal to the number of circular words of length n n G 2 , not
having bb as factor. An analogous result holds for any finite circular code.
Other examples of combinatorial problems solved with the help of circular
w xcodes are presented in Sta86, Sect. 4.7 . Finally, circular codes are linked
with finite factorizations of the free monoid: all factors occurring in such a
w x w x w x.factorization are circular Sch65a , Vie78 , Kro87 .
In this paper, we prove several new results. We describe in terms of
different parameters the generating series of the star of a circular code.
We extend the characterization of length distributions of circular codes
established for a finite alphabet by Schutzenberger to an arbitraryÈ
``weighted'' alphabet. We give a new form for it that directly concerns the
coefficients of the generating series of the code instead of the number of
primitive conjugacy classes. This result shows that we can decide whether a
finite sequence is the length distribution of a circular code. Finally, we
establish a necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence of nonnega-
tive integers to be the length distribution of a maximal circular code over a
finite alphabet.
In Section 1, we recall some definitions and results related to the theory
w x.of codes BP85 , particularly to the conjugacy relation. We also introduce
the notion of a weighted alphabet, which is nothing but a set of symbols
w x.with which integral weights are associated. Shannon Sha 48 was one of
the first to be interested in alphabets whose letters have arbitrary costs,
which, in this case, represent the duration of transmission of the symbols.
These alphabets were subsequently used in information theory to general-
w x w x.ize the notion of entropy that he proposed Csi69 , Kra62 . Depending
on the applications, the costs are parameters linked to the magnitude, the
duration, or the energy of a signal.
In next section, we give several formulas for the generating series of the
star of a circular code and establish, among other things, variants of the
Witt formula and cyclotomic identity.
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 .In Section 3, we extend Theorem 2 the characterization and length
distributions of circular codes established for a finite alphabet by
w x.Schutzenberger Sch65b to an arbitrary ``weighted'' alphabet and obtainÈ
 .in this way a result concerning two length distributions Corollary 2 .
In Section 4, we obtain, by combinatorial methods, a new characteriza-
 .tion Theorem 3 of length distributions of circular codes that underscores
the decidability in the case of a finite distribution.
 w x.The notion of maximality of codes see survey in BL96 occurs in
numerous problems linked to the optimization of a coding procedure. In a
certain way, maximal codes are those that make use of the whole capacity
of the transmission channel. We give, in the last section, a necessary and
sufficient condition for a series with nonnegative integral coefficients to be
the length distribution of a maximal circular code over a k-letter alphabet
 .Theorem 4 .
1. PRELIMINARY
Weighted Alphabet
 .We define a weighted alphabet as a pair A, l consisting of an alphabet
A and a morphism l: AU ª N defined by
¡l 1 s 0, where 1 is the empty word, .
U~;a g A , l a g N , .
U¢;u , ¨ g A , l u¨ s l u q l ¨ , .  .  .
U  .  . < < < <i.e., for all w g A , l w s  l a w , where w denotes the numbera aag A
 .of occurrences of a in w. The integer l w is then called the length of the
 U .word w of A , l . The morphism l can be interpreted as a cost as well as
a distance or length.
Remark 1. A ``usual'' alphabet A can be seen as a weighted alphabet
for which the morphism l is identically 1 over A. In this particular case,
< <  .we will denote by w instead of l w the length of a word w.
The definitions and results established for a ``usual'' alphabet, for which
the notion of length does not occur, stay the same for a weighted alphabet.
Codes
In the following, we recall some definitions and results related to the
 w x.theory of codes see BP85 .
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A subset X of the semigroup Aq is a code over A if and only if
;n , m G 1 and x , . . . , x , xX , . . . , xX g X1 n 1 m
x x ??? x s xX xX ??? xX « n s m and x s xX for i s 1, . . . , n.1 2 n 1 2 m i i
In other words, a set X is a code if any word of Xq has a unique
factorization into words from X.
A subset X ; Aq is a circular code if for all integers n, m G 1 and
x , x , . . . , x g X, y , y , . . . , y g X, and p g AU and s g Aq, the equal-1 2 n 1 2 m
ities
sx x ??? x p s y y ??? y and x s ps2 3 n 1 2 m 1
imply
n s m , p s 1, and x s y 1 F i F n . .i i
q  .In other words, any word of X write on a circle Fig. 1 has a unique
factorization.
Note that a circular code is a code and any subset of a circular code is
also a circular code.
Conjugacy
We now introduce the notion of conjugacy in a monoid, a notion for
which we also give some properties. This equivalence relation allows us to
characterize circular codes.
Two words x and y of AU are conjugate if there exist two words u and ¨
of AU such that x s u¨ and y s ¨u. The classes of this equivalence
relation are called conjugacy classes and sometimes circular words or
w x w x.necklaces; see Reu88 and MR83 .
FIG. 1. Two circular factorizations.
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A word x g AU is primiti¨ e if it is not a power of another word of AU ; x
 n .is primitive if and only if x s y and n G 0 « x s y. The empty word is
not primitive.
Remark 2. A circular code X cannot contain two distinct conjugate
words. Moreover, all words of X are primitive.
Let X be a code. Two words w and wX of X U are called X-conjugate if
there exist x, y g X U such that w s xy and wX s yx. We call X s conjugacy
classes the classes of this equivalence relation. A word x g X U is called
X-primiti¨ e if it is not a power of another word of X U.
Remark 3. As the alphabet A is itself a circular code, the conjugacy
relation can be seen as the relation of A-conjugacy and the notion of
primitivity as the notion of A-primitivity.
Two words of X U that are X-conjugate are conjugate. Likewise, a word
in X U that is primitive is also X-primitive. When X is a circular code, the
converse of these two properties is true.
We now give a characterization of circular codes based on the conjugacy
 w x. qrelation see BP85 . Let X ; A be a code; X is a circular code if and
only if
;u , ¨ g AU , u¨ , ¨u g X U « u , ¨ g X U .
 4 U U  4EXAMPLE 1. Let A s a, b and X s a b; then X s Ab j 1 . Thus
if u¨ and ¨u are in X U , each of the words u and ¨ is either the empty
word or terminates by the letter b; hence it belongs to X U. Thus X is a
circular code.
 4  4Let A s a ri G 0 and X s a a ri G 0 . One can easily verify thati i iq1
X is again a circular code.
 4  4Let A s a, b, c, d and X s ab, cd, bc, da ; the words abcd and bcda
are in X U , but neither a nor bcd are in the code, so X is not circular.
2. VERY PURE SUBMONOIDS
 . ULet A, l be a weighted alphabet and X be a subset of A . For
all nonnegative integers n, we denote by A the set of words of length nn
in AU :
A s w g AUrl w s n ; 4 .n
by a the number of words of length n in X :n
 4a s Card x g Xrl x s n s Card x g X l A ; 4 .n n
 . nand by f the generating series of X defined by f z s  a z . If AX X nG 0 n
is the ``usual'' alphabet, the integer a is then the number of words of Xn
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 .having n letters. In a more general way, the sequence a is called then nG1
length distribution of X.
 .Given a code X over a weighted alphabet A, we denote by L X then
number of X-conjugacy classes of X-primitive words in X U l A .n
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a weighted alphabet and let X ; Aq be a
circular code o¨er A. Then,
;n G 1, L X F L A , .  .n n
and the equality holds if and only if each conjugacy class of primiti¨ e words of
A meets X U.n
This result is a generalization of a result known in the case of circular
 w x.codes over a usual alphabet see BP85, Proposition 3.2, p. 338 and is
obtained by replacing the usual notion of length by its extended version.
w x.Moreover, from a result due to Golomb and Gordon GG65 , when X
 .is a code over a k-letter alphabet, the numbers L X depend only uponn
the length distribution of the code X. This property still holds when X is a
code over an arbitrary weighted alphabet.
 .Indeed, let a s a be the length distribution of X. We denote byn nG1
a  i. the number of words of length n in X i. As X is a code, one hasn
 .   .. i  i.   .. iif z s f z ; thus a is the nth coefficient of the series f z . WeX X n X
set
n n
 i.;n G 1 s a s a . . n niis1
 .Note that, when X is a circular code, the integer s a can be interpretedn
as the number of words of length n whose conjugate is in X U. We then get
1 n
;n G 1, L X s l a with l a s m s a , .  .  .  .n n n d /n ddrn
where m denotes the Mobius function.È
Remark 4. As the alphabet A is itself a circular code, the numbers
 .L A depend only upon the length distribution of the alphabet, and thusn
in the particular case of a finite ``usual'' alphabet, upon its cardinality k.
A submonoid N of a monoid M is said to be ¨ery pure if u¨ , ¨u g N «
u, ¨ g N. It can be shown that a submonoid of AU is very pure if and only
wif its minimal set of generators is a circular code BP85, Proposition 1.1, p.
x.323 . We now describe in terms of different parameters the generating
series of a very pure submonoid of AU.
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 .Let X be a circular code over a weighted alphabet A, and let f z sX
 a z n be its generating series. First, note that, since X is a code, thenG1 n
generating series f , f i , and f U of X, X i, and X U , respectively, areX X X
 w x.linked by the relations see BP85
1
U if z s 1 q f z s . .  .X X 1 y f z .XiG1
 . UUPROPOSITION 2. The generating series f z of the ¨ery submonoid XX
generated by the circular code X satisfies
s a .n n
Uf z s exp z , . X  /nnG1
 . Uwhere s a is the number of words of length n whose conjugate is in X .n
Proof. By definition,
n n
 i.  i. n
i;n G 1, s a s a and ; i G 1, f z s a z ; .  . n n X niis1 nG1
thus we get
s 1n n
iz s f z . 1 .  .  Xn inG1 iG1
Moreover, as
1 1
if z s log , . X  /i 1 y f z .XiG1
 .taking the exponential of each member of the equality 1 , we obtain
1 s a .n ns exp z , /1 y f z n .X nG1
concluding the proof.
 . UUPROPOSITION 3. The generating series f z of the submonoid X gener-X
ated by the code X also satisfies
1
Uf z s , .X  .l an n 1 y z .nG1
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 .where l a is the number of X-conjugacy classes of X-primiti¨ e words ofn
X U l A .n
 .Proof. From the cyclotomic identity, if A is a k-letter usual alphabet,
then
1 1
s , .l kn n1 y kz  1 y z .nG1
 .where l k is the number of conjugacy classes of primitive words of lengthn
n in AU. This result can be extended to codes in
1 1
s . 2 . .l an n1 y f z .  1 y z .X nG1
 .  .  .Indeed, from equality 1 and the relation s a s  dl a , we deducen d r n d
1 z n
if z s dl a , 3 .  .  .  X di niG1 nG1 drn
 .The last member of equality 3 can also be written as
z n z qd 1
dl a s l a s l a log . .  .  .    d d d d /n q 1 y znG1 drn dG1 qG1 dG1
 .  .Taking the exponential of each member of equality 3 , we get 2 .
 . UUPROPOSITION 4. The generating series f z of the submonoid X gener-X
ated by the code X also satisfies
1
i
Uf z s with f z s a z , .  . X X in 1 y a a z . .nG1 n iG1
 .where, for each n, a a is a polynomial with nonnegati¨ e integral coefficientsn
 .in the ¨ariables a . Moreo¨er, this sequence of polynomials can bei iF n
computed recursi¨ ely by making use of the following formula:
u . vnr2 1
;n G 1, a s a q a a ,n n nyi i
is1
u v  4where x s min nrn G x, n g N .
w x.  .Proof. A result of Gaudier Gay96 shows that, for each n, a a is an
 .polynomial with nonnegative integral coefficients in the variables a .i iF n
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Indeed, we prove here a more precise statement:
u vnr2y1
;n G 1, a s a q a a , 4 .n n nyi i
is1
i.e., the first polynomials a arei
a s a , a s a , a s a q a a s a q a a1 1 2 2 3 3 2 1 3 2 1
a s a q a a s a q a a q a a 24 4 3 1 4 3 1 2 1
a s a q a a q a a s a q a a q a a q a a 2 q a 2a q a a 3.5 5 4 1 3 2 5 4 1 3 2 3 1 2 1 2 1
 .   ..To establish 4 , we consider the sequence f z defined byn nG1
;n G 1, f z s 1 y a a z i ; .  . .n i
iGn
n  .the polynomial a is then equal to the coefficient of z in f z . We haven n
f z .nif z s 1 y f z s 1 y a z ;n G 1, f z s . .  .  .1 X i nq1 n1 y a zniG1
We shall prove by induction on n that
;n G 1,
2 ny1 u k r2y1v a a z k  a z i .ksn is1 kyi i iG nq1 i
f z s 1 y y , 5 .  .nq1 i i 1 y a z  1 y a z .  .iF n i iF n i
 .showing, in this way, 4 . As a s a , we get1 1
1 y  a z i  a z iiG1 i iG 2 i
f z s s 1 y . .2 1 y a z 1 y a z1 1
 .  .Moreover, if the series f z satisfies 5 , a being equal to the coefficientn n
n  .of z in f z , we haven
u vnr2y1
a s a q a a .n n nyi i
is1
 .  .  n.Moreover, as f z s f z r 1 y a z , we obtainnq1 n n
2 ny3 u k r2y1v a a z k  a z i .ksnq1 is1 kyi i iG nq1 i
f z s F y y .nq1 i i 1 y a z  1 y a z .  .iF n i iF n i
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with
a z n ny1a a z nq in is1 n i
F s 1 y s 1 y .i i 1 y a z  1 y a z .  .iF n i iF n i
 .Thus replacing F by this expression, we get 5 , concluding the proof.
È3. EXTENSION OF A THEOREM OF SCHUTZENBERGER
 .Length distributions a of codes over a k-letter alphabet aren nG1
characterized by the Kraft]McMillan inequality:  a kyn F 1. AmongnG1 n
these sequences, Schutzenberger identified with stronger conditions The-È
.orem 1 those that are length distributions of circular codes. In the
following, we extend this characterization. This generalization concerns
two points. On one hand, we replace the finite alphabet by an arbitrary
weighted alphabet that allows us to extend the result to the case of two
 .length distributions Corollary 2 . On the other hand, we reduce the set
of values for which the inequalities have to be satisfied. This allows
us to establish the decidability in the case of a finite length distribution
 .Corollary 1 .
First, we recall the statement of the Schutzenberger result.È
 .THEOREM 1 Schutzenberger . Let A be a usual k-letter alphabet. AÈ
 .sequence of nonnegati¨ e integers a is the length distribution of an nG1
circular code o¨er A, if and only if it satisfies
;n G 1, l a F l k , .  .n n
 .  .where l k and l a are the number of conjugacy classes of primiti¨ e wordsn n
of length n in AU and X U , respecti¨ ely.
Schutzenberger's theorem can be extended as follows.È
 .  .THEOREM 2. Let A, l be a weighted alphabet and k s k be itsn nG1
 .length distribution. Then a sequence of nonnegati¨ e integers a s a isn nG1
the length distribution of a circular code Y ; Aq if and only if
;n G 1, such that a / 0 l a F l k . .  .n n n
We will call the above inequalities the circular inequalities.
Note the following corollary, showing that, when the sequence a is
finite, we can decide whether the circular inequalities are satisfied.
 .COROLLARY 1. A finite sequence a s a of nonnegati¨ e integersn 1F nF m
 .is the length distribution of a circular code o¨er a weighted alphabet A, l
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 .ha¨ing length distribution k if and only ifn nG1
for 1 F n F m such that a / 0, l a F l k . .  .n n n
We can therefore decide whether a finite sequence is the length distribution of a
circular code o¨er a gi¨ en weighted alphabet.
Remark 5. We can notice that verifying the circular inequalities up to
 .the rank m only in the case of a finite sequence a s a is notn 1F nF m
necessarily obvious. Indeed, the shortest circular word having more than
one circular factorization over a code that is not circular may be longer
 4than the words of the code. For example, if X s ab, cd, bc, da , the
shortest ambiguous circular word, abcd, is of length 4.
The proof is analogous to that of the Schutzenberger theorem initiallyÈ
w x w xpresented in Sch65b and later in BP85, Theorem 3.6, p. 343 . The
parallel comes from the fact that the properties of the conjugacy and
X-conjugacy relations over a circular code X can be easily extended to a
weighted alphabet.
CONSTRUCTION. Let A be a weighted alphabet having length distribu-
 .  .tion k . We construct a sequence of prefix circular codes Yn nG1 i iG 0
from the weighted alphabet A. The circular code that we finally obtain
has, for all integers i, the same set of words of length smaller or equal to i
as Y and contains exactly a words of length i. The construction of thei i
 .codes Y is the following:i iG 0
Y s A ,0
U  .and for all i g N , if y is the length distribution of the code Y , thei, j jG1 i
code Y is obtained by suppressing, successively,iq1
e s y y a s l k y l a .  .i iy1, i i i i
words of length i in the code Y : x , x , . . . , x , and by constructingiy1 i, 1 i, 2 i, e i
the auxiliary codes
X s xU Y _ x , .i , 1 i , 1 iy1 i , 1
X s xU X _ x , .i , 2 i , 2 i , 1 i , 2
???
Y s X s xU X _ x . .i i , e i , e i , e y1 i , ei i i i
 4EXAMPLE 2. Let k s 3 and A s a, b, c . If a s 1, a s 1, a s 7,1 2 3
 .  .a s 10, and a s 0 for i G 5, then e s l 3 y l a s 2, suppressing a,4 i 1 1 1
and then b, we get the code
< < 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 4Y s c, ab, ac, bc , a b , a c, bab, bac, b c, a b , a c, ba b , ba c, b c, . . . .1
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Since e s 2, suppressing ab, and then ac, we get the code2
< 2 2 2 < 3 3Y s c, bc, a b , a c, bab, bac, b c, abc, acc , a b , a c,2
2 2 2 2 3 4ba b , ba c, b ab, b ac, b c, abac, abbc, acbc, . . .
Finally, since e s 0 and e s 0, Y s Y s Y . We obtain the following3 4 2 3 4
 .circular code Y having as length distribution 1, 1, 7, 10 :
4 2 2 2 < 3 3Y s Y l A s c, bc, a b , a c, bab, bac, b c, abc, acc, a b , a c,4
2 2 2 2 3 4ba b , ba c, b ab, b ac, b c, abac, abbc, acbc
Remark 6.
1. When a is zero, e s y is nonnegative, and the inequalityi i iy1, i
 .  .l a F l k is satisfied. We can therefore ask whether there is anotheri k
characterization showing this fact directly. Theorem 5 gives a positive
answer to this question.
2. When A is a usual k-letter alphabet, the inequalities
; i G 1, l a F l k 6 .  .  .i i
are stronger than the Kraft]McMillan inequality. Moreover, the latter can
 .  .be obtained directly from 6 . Indeed, as s s  dl , we deduce from 6n d r n d
that
;n G 1, s a F s k s k n . .  .n n
Furthermore, denoting by a ) . the numbers of words of length n in Y U ,n
we have
;n G 1, a ) . F s a . .n n
 .   ..UThus, the convergence radius of the series f z s 1r 1 y f z isY Y
greater than the one of f U , that is, 1rk. Therefore,  a kyn F 1.A nG1 n
3. The previous construction does not allow us to establish the
rationality of Y, even when we assume that the sequence a is N-rational.
We now recall how the operation of composition of codes is defined. Let
X ; AU and Z ; BU be two codes over the alphabets A and B, respec-
 .tively, together with a bijection f : B ª X. Then the set Y s f Z
obtained by coding the letters of Z by the corresponding words of X is
again a code over the alphabet A. We say that Y is obtained by composi-
tion of Z and X, and we denote Y s Z( X.
The following result can be deduced from the two previous ones by
making use of a coding morphism and by noticing that the code obtained
by composition of two circular codes is again a circular code.
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 .COROLLARY 2. Let X be a circular code o¨er a usual alphabet A and
 .k s k be its length distribution. Then a sequence of nonnegati¨ en nG1
 . qintegers a s a is the length distribution of a circular code Y ; X ifn nG1
and only if
;n G 1 such that a / 0, l a F l k . .  .n n n
Proof. Since X is a code, for some alphabet B there exists an injective
U U  . Umorphism f : B ª A such that X s f B . We define length l in B in
the following way:
< <; x g B , l x s f x , .  .
<  . <  . Uwhere f x denotes the ``usual'' length of f x in A , i.e., the number of
 .occurrences of letters of A in f x . We thus obtain a weighted alphabet,
whose length distribution coincides with that of X.
From Theorem 2 we can therefore construct a circular code Z over BU
having a as length distribution. Since X and Z are circular codes and the
code obtained by composition of two circular codes is again a circular
 .code, Y s Z( X s f Z is a circular code over A and, consequently, over
X U because, moreover, Y U ; X U.
Finally, as a direct consequence of the definition of l, Y has a as
length distribution over the alphabet A.
4. A NEW FORMULATION OF THE
CIRCULAR INEQUALITIES
 .  .In this section, we show Theorem 5 that length distributions a ofn nG1
circular codes over an arbitrary weighted alphabet can be characterized by
inequalities directly concerning the coefficients a instead of the numbersn
 .l a of conjugacy classes of primitive words of length n. This resultn
underscores the fact that we can decide whether a finite sequence is the
length distribution of a circular code over a given weighted alphabet.
Results
 .Let A be a weighted alphabet having length distribution k . Fromn nG1
the previous construction we deduce an expression with nonnegative
 .  .  . coefficients of a q e in terms of k , a , and e wheren n i iF n i i- n i i- n
 .  ..e s l k y l a .i i i
 .PROPOSITION 5. Let A, l be a weighted alphabet ha¨ing length distribu-
 .  .tion k s k , and let a s a be the length distribution of a circulari iG1 i 1G1
code o¨er A. Then for all positi¨ e integers n, the sum e q a , wheren n
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 .  .e s l k y l a , is a polynomial Q with nonnegati¨ e coefficients in thei i i n
 .  .  .¨ariables e , a , and k .i i- n i i- n i iF n
The following theorem is then a direct consequence of Proposition 5 and
of the previous theorem characterizing length distributions of circular
 .codes Theorem 2 .
 .THEOREM 3. Let A, l be a weighted alphabet ha¨ing length distribution
 .  .k s k and let a s a be a sequence of nonnegati¨ e integers. Theni iG1 i iG1
 .  .there exists a sequence Q of polynomials Q in the ¨ariables k ,n nG1 n i iF n
 .  .a , and e with nonnegati¨ e coefficients, such that the followingi i- n i i- n
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .1. The sequence a s a is the length distribution of a circular codei iG1
o¨er A.
2. ;n G 1, a F Q .n n
 .Direct computation of the polynomials Q s a q e gives, for the firstn n n
values of n,
e1Q s a q e s k , Q s e a q q k1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 /2
e q 1 e q 11 1Q s q e a q 2 q e k q k3 2 1 1 2 3 /  / /2 3
e q 2 e q 2 e e q 11 1 2Q s q e a q e a q 3 q q k4 3 1 2 2 2 / /  /  / / 23 4 2
q e k q k .1 3 4
Now we give a combinatorial proof of Proposition 5. By construction,
the number of words of length n in Y is equal to a q e . Studying theny1 n n
way in which these words are generated, we give another expression of this
sum corresponding to the announced polynomial Q .n
Case of a k-letter usual alphabet. To count the number of words of
length n in the code Y , we distinguish two distinct kinds among them:ny1
1. The products of words for which one of the construction steps has
been suppressed:
w s w w ??? wp py1 1
 .where w 's 1 F i F p are words that have previously been suppressed.i
2. Such words concatenated with a word itself belonging to the code
Y :ny1
w s w w ??? w w , w g Y ,p py1 1 0 0 ny1
 .where the w 's 1 F i F p are words that have been suppressed.i
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As the construction is made by successive suppressions of words of
nondecreasing length, the order in which the words have been suppressed
induces a total order on the set of these words the first suppressed word
.being the smallest and conditions the structure of the concatenations.
Therefore, the products, which are prefixes of a word in the code or are
themselves elements of the code, can be factorized in a unique way in a
 .nonincreasing sequence for this order of previously suppressed words:
< < < <; i , w G w .iq1 i
Nevertheless, when the product itself belongs to the code, the last element
is greater than the one that precedes it: if w s w w ??? w , thenp py1 1
< < < <w s w and w has been suppressed after w .1 2 1 2
1. Words of the first kind
More precisely, the words of length n of the form w w ??? w , wherep py1 1
 . the w 's 1 F i F p are previously suppressed words and have, conse-i
.quently, a length strictly smaller than n , satisfy the following conditions
on lengths:
v < < < <Either w s w ,iq1 i
v < < < < < < < <.Or w ) w and w - w w ??? w .iq1 i iq1 i iy1 1
 < < < <.Otherwise i.e., if w G w w ??? w , W s w w ??? w is itselfiq1 i iy1 1 i iy1 1
either a word of the code and w is then a word of the second kind that we
distinguished, or a word that we have suppressed, and then w has to be
< < < <factorized in the shorter way: w s w ??? w W, with w s W .p iq1 iq1
We first compute the number of products of k elements of the samej
length that may appear in such a word. We may observe that the elements
occurring in such a product can be repeated, but their order is determined
in a unique way.
 < < .If the associated factor is not in a suffix position i.e., w / j , this1
number is equal to the number of the k -combinations with repetitions ofj
the set of the e suppressed elements of length j, that is,j
e q k y 1j j
s P .k jk /j
  . .When this product is in a suffix position i.e., l w s j , k is necessar-1 j
ily greater than or equal to 2, and the last element of the product is
 .  .greater for the order of suppression than the previous one Fig. 2 .
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FIG. 2. Suffixes formed from the e suppressed words of length j.j
Let i be the rank of the next to last element of the product; then the
number of associated prefixes having length k y 2 is equal to the numberj
 .  .of the k y 2 -combinations with repetitions of an e y i q 1 -elementj j
set, that is,
e q k y i y 2j j
,
k y 2 /j
and the number of values over which the last letter range is equal to
e y i. The number of products of k elements having the same length in aj j
suffix position is thus equal to
e y1 e y1j je q k y i y 2 e q k y i y 2j j j j
T s e y i s k y 1 .  . k j jj k y 2 k y 1 /  /j jis1 is1
e q k y 2j j
s k y 1 . .j k /j
Consequently, the number of words having length n in Y obtained byny1
concatenations of suppressed words is
R s P ??? P T n k k kj j jp 2 1j -j - ??? -j1 2 pP
¡ e q k y 2j j
T s k y 1 and k ) 1 .k j jj k /j~with ,
e q k y 1j j
P sk j¢ k /j
where the sum is taken over the set P of p-uples satisfying the two
following conditions the second one expresses the growth of the lengths of
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.the factors :
py1
j k s n and ;p , j - j k . l j p l jl l
l ls1
2. Words of the second kind
The other words of length n in the code Y can be written w sny1
 .w w ??? w w , where the w 's 1 F i F p are suppressed words and wp py1 1 0 i 0
is a word of the code Y _ A, which had been generated before theny1
suppression of the word w . The w 's satisfy the following conditions on the1 i
 .lengths Fig. 3 :
v < < < <; i G 0, w G w ,iq1 i
v < < < <; G 1, w - w w ??? w w .i iq1 i iy1 1 0
< < < <Because, if w G w w ??? w w , then W s w w ??? w w isiq1 i iy1 1 0 i iy1 1 0
itself either a word of the code, and then w has to be factorized in the
 .shorter way w ??? w W , or a word that we have suppressed, and w isp iq1
then a word of the first kind that we distinguished.
FIG. 3. Words formed from the suppressed words and from a word of the code.
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Let S be the number of products w w ??? w of length n y i thatny i p py1 1
can be concatenated with a word w of Y of length i; then0 ny1
e q k y 1j j
S s P ??? P P with P s ny i k k k kj j j jp 2 1 k /jiFj -j - ??? -j1 2 pS
the P 's denote the number of k -combinations of an e -element set withk j jj
.repetitions , where the sum is taken over the set S of the p-uples
satisfying the following conditions the condition on j expresses thek
.relations between the lengths of the factors :
py1
j k s n y i , i F j , and ;p G 2, j - i q j k . l j 1 p l jl l
l ls1
At the end, the sum a q e , equal to the number of words of length nn n
in the code Y , can be writtenny1
? n r2 @a q e s k , ;n G 2, a q e s  S a q R .1 1 n n is1 nyi i n
? @  4where x s max nrn F x, n g N .
 .  4EXAMPLE 2 continued . Let k s 3 and A s a, b, c . We have
< < 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 3Y s c, ab, ac, bc , a b , a c, bab, bac, b c, a b , a c, ba b , ba c, b c, . . . 41
and
e e1 1a q e s P a q T s a q s 3.2 2 1 1 2 11  /  /1 2
< 2 2 2 < 3 3Y s c, bc, a b, a c, bab, bac, b c, abc, acc , a b , a c,2
ba2 b , ba2c, b2ab, b2ac, b3c, abac, abbc, acbc, . . . 4
and
e q 1 e q 11 1a q e s P q P a q T s q e a q 2 s 7. .3 3 2 1 1 3 2 11 2 1  /  / /2 3
2 2 2 < 3 3Y s Y s c, bc, a b , a c, bab, bac, b c, abc, acc, a b, a c,3 2
2 2 2 2 3 <ba b, ba c, b ab, b ac, b c, abac, abbc, acbc , . . . 4
and
e q 2 e q 2 e1 1 2a q e s q e a q e a q 3 q s 10.4 4 3 1 2 2 /  /  / /3 4 2
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 .The products of suppressed underlined words:
v For n s 2: ab.
v
2For n-3: a b, bab.
v
3 2 2For n s 4: a b, ba b, b ab, abac.
The other words can be decomposed in products of suppressed words
and of a word belonging itself to the code; this last is then in a suffix
 3 2 2 .position for example, for n s 4: a .c, b.a .c, b .a.c, ab.bc, ac.bc .
 .Case of a weighted alphabet. Let k be the length distribution ofn nG1
 .the weighted alphabet A, l . The number of words of length n in the
code Y is equal, by construction, to a q e . Their description is almostny1 n n
identical to the previous one, but since the alphabet is weighted, it
contains words of length strictly greater than 1. This leads to the distin-
guishing of a third kind of word.
3. Third kind of words
The words of length n of the code Y can also be written, in this case,ny1
 .as w w ??? w w , where the w 's 1 F i F p are suppressed words andp py1 1 0 i
w belongs to the alphabet. Moreover, the k words of length i of the0 i
alphabet being counted among the e words that we suppress or the ai i
 .belonging to the code, the lengths of the factors satisfy Fig. 4
v  .  .; i G 1, l w - l wiq1 i
v  .  .And ; i G 0, l w - l w ??? w w .iq1 i 1 0
FIG. 4. Words formed from the suppressed words and from a word of the alphabet.
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 .  .Because, if l w G l w ??? w w , then w w ??? w w is itselfiq1 i 1 0 i iy1 1 0
either a word of the code, or a word that we suppress, and w w ??? w wp py1 1 0
is then a word of one of the two other kinds that we had studied before.
Then, by using the computation made for the prefixes of the words, the
number of which is given by the coefficient S , and by considering theny i
relations on the lengths of the factors, we obtain
SX s P ??? P P ny i k k kj j jp 2 1X j -j - ??? -j1 2 pS
e q k y 1j j Xwith P s and S s 1,k 0j k /j
where the sum is taken over the set S X of p-uples such that
py1
j k s n y i , i ) j , and ;p G 2, j - i q j k . l jl 1 p l jl
l ls1
At the end, the sum a q e , equal to the number of words of length nn n
in the code Y , can be writtenny1
a q e s k ,1 1 1
X? n r w @ n;n G 2, a q e s  S a q R q  S k ,n n is1 nyi i n isu n r2 v nyi i
? @  4 u v  4where x s max nrn F x, n g N and x s min nrn G x, n g N .
5. MAXIMALITY AND COMPLETENESS
In this section, we establish a necessary and sufficient condition for a
sequence of nonnegative integers to be the length distribution of a
maximal circular code over a finite alphabet A. This criterion focuses on
the asymptotic behavior of the number of conjugacy classes of primitive
words.
We recall that a code X is said to be maximal over the alphabet A if it
is not properly contained in any other code over the same alphabet, i.e.,
if X ; X X , X X code « X s X X .
Remark 7. A maximal circular code over the alphabet A is necessarily
infinite, except if X s A. Indeed, if X is finite, then for any letter a g A
there exists an integer n G 1 such that an g X. Since X is circular, n s 1
and, consequently, X s A.
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A subset X of AU is said to be complete if all words of AU are factors of
a word of X U , and thin if, moreover, there exists a word of AU that is not
a factor of any word of X U. A code is synchronous if there exist two words
x and y of X U such that for u, ¨ g AU ,
uxy¨ g X U « ux , ¨y g X U .
A thin circular code is synchronous.
We also recall two properties that will be useful in the following. A thin
code is maximal as a circular code if and only if it is complete. A thin code
X is complete and synchronous if and only if
' x , y g X U such that xAU y ; X U .
We now compare the number of classes of primitive words in AU when
A is a k-letter alphabet, and the number of classes of primitive words in
X U when X is a circular code.
 .Let I k be the number of classes of primitive words of length n over an
 .k-letter usual alphabet, then
nl k .n
lim s 1.nknª`
In the case of circular codes over a k-letter alphabet, one can show that
the asymptotic behavior of the number of classes of primitive words in
X U l An has the following property.
PROPERTY 1. Let X be a thin circular code o¨er a k-letter alphabet A, and
 .let a be its length distribution. Then the three following limits are equal:n nG1
s a nl a l a .  .  .n n n
lim sup s lim sup s lim sup s d .Xn nk k l k .nª` nª` nª` n
Their common ¨alue d is called the circular density of X in the monoid AU.X
 .  .Proof. Since s a s  dl a andn d r n d
n
n r2;drn, d / n , dl a F k . .d 2
We get
nl a s a nl a n2 .  .  .n n n yn r2lim sup F lim sup F lim sup y kn n n /k k k 4nª` nª` nª`
nl a .ns lim sup .nknª`
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 .Moreover, as lim nl k rk s 1, we obtainnª` n n
s a nl a l a .  .  .n n n
lim sup s lim sup s lim sup ,n nk k l k .nª` nª` nª` n
concluding the proof.
The result below can be informally stated in this way: a circular code X
is maximal over A if and only if the asymptotic behaviors of the numbers
of conjugacy classes of primitive words of X U and of AU are of the same
order of magnitude. More formally:
THEOREM 4. Let X be a thin circular code with length distribution
 .a . Then the code X is maximal o¨er A, where A is a k-letter alphabet, ifn nG1
and only if its circular density d is positi¨ e.X
Proof. If the thin code X is maximal, it is complete. Since it is thin and
circular, it is also synchronous; hence there exist two words x and y of X U
such that
xAU Y ; X U .
< < < <We denote by l the sum of the lengths of words x and y; let l s x q y .
Then we have
;n ) 0, xAn y ; X U l Anq l , and s a G k n . .  .nq l
We deduce that
S a 1 .nq l
;n ) 0, G .nq l lk k
Consequently, if the code is maximal,
s a 1 .nU' l g N , lim sup ) ) 0,n lk knª`
showing that this last condition is necessary.
On the other hand, if the code X is not maximal, it is not complete, and
therefore, there exists a word y in AU of length n that is not a factor of0
any word in X U. Let w be a word of length n G n , whose conjugate0
belongs to X U ; then y is not a factor of w. Indeed, if y was a factor of a
word w s u¨ having a conjugate t s ¨u in X U , then y would be a factor
of t 2 s ¨u¨u. So, the longest prefix of w with a length that is a multiple of
n0  4n can be encoded over A _ y . We deduce that0
? @nrnn n mod n .00 0< <'n s y such that ;n G n , s F k y 1 k , .0 0 n
? @  4where x s max nrn F x, n g N .
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Then we obtain
? @nrn0s a 1 .n
lim sup F lim 1 y s 0.n n /0k knª`nª`
Consequently, if
s a .n
lim sup / 0,nknª`
then there exists a maximal code over a k-letter alphabet with length
distribution a .
 w x wRemark 8. Notice that the general method see ER85 or BP85, p.
x.62 for completing codes also allows us to complete a circular code
conserving this property.
More precisely, let X be a circular code and let y g AU be an unbor-
 .dered word i.e., no proper nonempty left factor of y is also a right factor
that is not a factor of any word of X U , and let U s AU _ X U _ AU yAU.
 .U  w x.Then Y s X j y Uy is a complete circular code see Bas96 .
An important problem remaining open concerns the characterization of
the length distributions of rational circular codes.
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